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CHRISTMAS SENI03. GIRLS
FORMAL CHRISTMAS CAROLLING
. TONIGHT FIVE O'CLOCK
8:30. 12:30 SUNDAY MORNING
Volume LXIV WOOSTER, OHIO, DECEMBER 12, 1947 Number 9
Yuletide Wonderland" Welcomes
Speros Karas, Formals, 1 O'clock
Pers at Annual Christmas Dance
Elaborate Decorations Transform Gymnasium
Merry Christmas with a capital M will be the theme of this evening's
annual Christmas formal. Dancers will enter a yuletide wonderland and
dance from 8:30 to 12:30 to Speros Karas' 13'piece dance band plus
ears up, eyes forward fellows his extra special vocalist, Barbara
Mosher. In answer to all queries; no, he does not play all Greek music.
This band played for the Seventh Section Formal last year with the
the decided approbation of all who at-
tended.
Decoration! and Dim Lights
Decorations this year will consist of
an all white draped crepe ceiling and
a white side wall. At one end of the
room will be a huge wreath and at
the other a fireplace. In the center will
be a Christmas tree decorated with
blue lights. Incidentally, only blue
lights will be used in the fluorescent
lamps and spots. Completing the effect
will be pine boughs hung around the
gym. .
The Christmas formal, started back
in 1932,. has been steadily growing in
popularity since its inception. In fact
it was so popular that in 1943, after
the Navy units had been withdrawn
from Wooster and there was a decided
lack of manpower on campus, some
of the Frosh girls dressed like men
and took their "dates" dancing in the
gym balcony during the dance.
Herb Benson is General Chairman
This year's formal promises to be
bigger and better than ever. The Sen
ate, which has to do its decoration
after 4:00 P.M. this afternoon, has
been planning for the annual frolic
since early in October. Herb Benson
is general chairman of the dance and
his committee heads are: Ann Reid,
Dick Clark and Bruce Bigelow Dec
orations', Dick Hazen and Bob Law
ther Lighting; Kathy Fravel Chap
erones; Iry Dungan Bandstand; Ned
Shreffler and Herb Benson Band,
and Dave LaBerge general handy'
man, broom pusher and ladder climb'
er.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Bonthius, Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Taylor, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Walcott and Mr. and
Mrs. J udson Rosebush have received
invitations to act as chaperones.
Trailic Toll Taken
Scots Aid Police
In the fleeting gloom of a winter's
dawning Thursday, Dec. 4, about ten
students from the Hill chatted gaily
over a prisoner's meal at the local
police station.
Contrary to the seeming misfortune
these staunch Woosterites were merely
storing away energy for the coming
vigil on wakening Wooster's main
streets. From 6:30 to 12:30 and 12:30
to 6:30, college and high school stu
dents counted and stopped vehicles
entering Wooster from other regions,
Ejjuipped with hats and badges, nearly
two dozen college men halted cars and
trucks on both shifts in order to pass
out tickets on which the driver was
to enter information concerning his
destination. High school students used
a counter to tabulate, the type and
number of conveyances passing.
These men, secured in part from
the dean's office, braved the biting
cold of a windy December day in or
der to execute a traffic survey to help
correct a city problem in that area. An
attempt was made to learn the neces
shy of widening certain streets, erect
ing traffic lights,, or revising traffic
regulations. The hardy college "traffic
cops" were paid seven dollars for their
six-ho- ur sojourn.- -
Corporation
THE Corporation will meet Wednes
"day, Dec. 17, at 7:45 in lower Bab
cock. Speaker of the evening will be
,
Mr. Mosel who will speak on Psycho
okv as applied to advertising. Re
freshments following the theme of th
Christmas season will be served.
At the last meeting a committee
was appointed to draw up the plans
for a trip to one of the large indus
trial or financial organizations within
driving distance of Wooster. This trip
will be an event of next semester. Any
member of the corporation having
suggestions concerning points of inter
est that might be visited on such
trip, are urged to pass the suggestions
along to Jim Parks, chairman of thi
trip committee, or to any of the of
hcers or the Corporation.
Lit Magazine
Leaves Presses
Holden Triumphs
Long-awaite- d, a coming-ou- t party is
expected to be staged on campus the
week after Christmas vacation. Yes,
someone has finally gleaned results
from the local writing talent and
bound them into booklet form for
sale a s Wooster's literary journal.
Named The Gadabout, this magazine
soon to be published has been the pet
idea of its editor, Jack Holden, for
the past two years.
Chance For Student Talent
Initiated in response to a constant
demand on the part of many students,
The Gadabout furnishes a new oppor
tunity for those with literary ambi
tions. There is much talent yet uncov
ered on our hallowed grounds here
is the only adequate medium of ex
pression for such writers. This' year
will view the publication of two is
sues, the January number to be fol
owed by one in March. If sufficient
support is received from students, fac
ulty, and local patrons, it is hoped by
many persons, including Dr. Lowry,
that The Gadabout will become a per
manent Wooster institution.
Ably assisting the editor, whose
study in Switzerland this year has
interrupted his direct work on the
publication is Bunny Thompson. As
business manager, she has shoulderei
much responsibility in lieu of Jack's
presence. Also on the editorial board
are Charlie Croghan in the position
of associate editor, Joyce Jarman as
copy editor, and Jack Lyons serving
as advertising manager.
Look For It In the College
Book Store
Consisting of approximately 16
pages, the first issue, a paper-covere- d
number, will be on sale at the College
Bookstore after vacation for the mod
est price of 25 cents. It contains an
anthology of stories, essays, and poems
penned by students present and grad
uated. Among the authors represented
are Larry Hayden, Sam Vutetakis
Myra Vandersall, and John Wallace
A full measure of reading enjoyment
is promised.
Anyone wishing to contribute to
the second issue of The Gadabout is
urged to submit his or her manu
script to either Bunny or Charlie for
review by the editorial board.
Scot Takes Political Action;
Sparks Wooster City Council
Wooster politics may interest stU'
dents one way or another, but few
actually have done anything about
it. One such student who decided
to do something about Wooster is
that dapper sophomore Dominic R.
Iannarelli, who in a non contested
election this fall became councilman
of Wooster's Second Ward.
His start in the political theatre at
Woosteregan with the death of Tony
Casper of precinct B in the second
ward.' For close to 15 years this pre-
cinct has controlled the second ward.
In a political move to save the pre-
cinct's seat- - he was appointed for the
seat vacancy. ' By smooth persuasion
he gained support of the other three
precincts in Ward 2 and ran uncon-
tested in the recent election. He is
also a member of the Democratic Cen-
tral Committee.
New Blood in Wooster Council
At 27 he has added new blood to
the Wooster Council that it so sorely
needs. To date he has actively worked
on new zoning ordinances, building
codes, and a 750,000 water expan-
sion project. At his first meeting with
the council he had two new ordinances
adopted, one concerning a new traffic
light and the other about parking on
Palmer Ave. In the future it is safe
to predict he will be a vital force in
This Christmas, the Scots really
have reason to get to Chapel early on
Thursday night: Dr. Lean is back and
is going to do his famous reading f
Dicken's Christmas Carol
The occasion should have a festive
Faculty Vole Smothers
Student Requests For
Smoking on Golf Course
At the regularly scheduled faculty
meeting last week, part of the three
and one-hal- f hour discussion centered
around the student proposals for
changes in the present smoking reg-
ulations.
The decisions on the definite "whens
and wheres" were:
Smoking will be permitted in the
stadium during scheduled athletic
events.
Smoking will not be permitted on
the golf course at any time, in the
lobby of Taylor Hall, or in the girls'
dorm parlors.
With regard to the golf course, the
decision was based on a desire to up-
hold campus tradition and for reasons
of health. The arguments advanced on
(Continued on Page 4)
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DOMINIC R. IANNARELLI
bringing Wooster up-to-dat- e.
Forms Lamplighters' Group
His present project is the forma-
tion of a service type of organization
called the 'Lamplighters', of which
he's the president. It's motto, "To
make the city a little brighter."
Though young, the group already has
the support of most of the civic
groups about town.
. Politics isn't this energetic student's
only activity about Wooster. Besides
carrying a regular schedule here at
college, he works full time at WWST
.. (Continued on Page 4)
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air because the girls are wearing
formats to dinner Thursday night and
with that note of glamour and grac-iousness- y
Christmas will really be ush-
ered in on Wooster Hill.
Word reaches us from the powers
IIRuth" Glitters In
As Tragedy Stalks The Cast
Craig Blows Bubbles; Strait Phones Alone
By McKEE and DENNIS .:
All that glitters is not Sterling,
of the more fortunates of the school. An invitation to Sterling High
School seemed an onnocuous enough
cast and crew of Dear Ruth, but tragedy (in addition to the usual
chaos) now reigns in the speech department. Even now one dilapidated
member of the crew wanders around in a daze and sometimes in the
nights, asking piteously, ' "Did you
ever sit under a fireplace in the back-en- d
of a truck?"
We're Off, We're Off!!
The truck crew, containing J. Zierdt
and company, whirled by only to stop
in front of Kauke one lilac bit the
dust. A hand recovered it and the
truck sped on, leaving Kreider (head
electrician) beating his head on Beall
Ave. Assuming a blase attitude, the
cast stacked themselves into college
cars. J. Garber Drushal, of the Ken-arde- n
Lodge Drushals, in the lead
car wafTold to "Keep the other two
cars, in the rear view mirror". How-
ever, there was a five minute wait at'
Holden Hall (for women) as the two
cars could not make the turn. Fur-
ther confusion was perpetrated by
Elliott (not of the laundry) whose
need for breakfast rolls necessitated a
stop at the Farm Dairies. As the lead
car came to a halt, Compton and
Shawver bounded out of - the other
cars, thinking it was time to eat. As
usual, they missed their cue.
Crowd Cheers Cast Sneers
The company arrived greeted by a
cheering crowd and then he opened
the door. The crew, being right on the
job, greeted the cast from their posi-
tions on the floor. "Boiled turnips for
dinner", commented manager Hazen.
After a brief run-throug- h, or plow--
ing-unde- r, the company left for din'
ner
"
at " the 1 local beanery. They re-
turned to find a huge crowd already
assembled: Miss Zierdt, Manager
Hazen, and an unidentified character.
The actors grew tense as the fatal
moment approached. Curtain warning
was sounded and the curtain slowly
parted company in the middle. The
audience was of a highly cultured
type the first ten rows were not over
three years old. The cast was delighted
at how the gags went over. Laughing
was heard only at mention of liquor,
sex, profanity and of course the
. t
clinches. However , things went on
rather smoothly. In the middle of one
of the scenes, a loud crack of bubble
(Continued on, Page 2)
By Dr. Lean
that be, that it would be a good idea
to get to chapel well in advance of the
scheduled starting time (8 o'clock),
inasmuch as Dr. Lean's fame is de
servedly wide-sprea- d and the chapel
will only hold so many.
Sterling
at least, that is the opinion of some
suggestion to the members of the
Memorial Plaque
Placed in Kauke
Commemorates Quinby
Sometime during the next week, a
new plaque is to be placed on the
right hand wall of center Kauke en-
trance.
This bronze tablet is to commemor
ate the gift of Ephraim Quinby, one
of Wooster's founding fathers. His
original gift was the whole campus
and the present "quad" is the center
of the grant. ...
Because the quad was officially
dedicated at the beginning of the 1941
school year, there will be no further
ceremony in connection with the
plaque.
Wording on the plaque is:
Quinby Quadrangle commemorates
Ephraim Quinby, Esq.
Who gave to the college
Its Original Campus,
Of Which the
Quadrangle is the center
75 th Anniversary
1866- - 1941
Geology Club
In keeping with the tradition, Dr
and Mrs. Karl Ver Steeg held their
annual Christmas Open-Hous- e for the
upper classmen of the Geology Club
A comedy skit written by Dr. Ver
Steeg, Joe Roeder, and Dick Swanson
was the highlight of the evening. The
cast consisted of Ann Hunter, Mary
Ann Kiebler, Jige Chaffee, Al Joseph,
and George Stocker.
Mrs. Ver Steeg really upheld her
famous reputation as a hostess when I
she brought on the refreshments. .
Dave
Wins
Blackshear
India Post
Relieves Bathgate In Juno
David Blackshear was chosen by the Wooster-in-Indi- a Committee
as Wooster's next representative to Ewing Christian College at
Allahabad, India. He will hold this post for two years, all expenses
paid. Dave, a senior of Second Section from Peekskill, New York, is
welt qualified for this post now held by John Bathgate. Prior to Woo'
ter he has always taken an active part in church work, being during
J
Hr. Harry Flory
Personal Interview
By ROBERT TAYLOR
Speed and accuracy in news
gathering and dissemination were
stressed by Wooster Day s chapel
speaker, Mr. Harry Flory, Foreign
News editor and Director of Com'
munications of United Press, as a
means to better international - under-
standing. Surmising that the world is
a mess today, he pointed to the United
Nations as definite progress forward
since the League of Nations, in that
members now speak their real thoughts
rather than hiding behind politeness.
He went on to show how through ef-
ficient, fast, world-wid- e news service
via radio-teletyp- e a more factual and
perhaps truthful outlook is being de-
veloped. He closed by presenting our
policy of helping Western Europe
and being firm with Russia, stating
that the Marshall Plan is the hope of
Europe today. They believe it will
work, and can't conceive of it's fail
ing.
In a personal interview with Mr,
Flory after chapel, he gave his im
pressions of situations in foreign lands
around the world. In France the indi
cations are that DeGaulle will return
soon as the leader of France, either
by constitutional means or by a
"coup". Italy's picture is practically
the same as that in France; there be
ing no middle course to follow. By
waving the flag of Fascism over the
De Gasperi government the Com
munists have temporarily made some
see light on their side. Whatever the
result, appearances are that no spirit
of unity or co-operati- on will exist in
the near future. In Palestine he doubts
that the Arabs will carry out a major
war. Whether they do or not, the
Arabs have plenty of reasons to be
annoyed by the partition. They stand
to lose much of the better land and
resources available. Indications in the
past have shown the Arabs get on well
with the older elements in Palestine,
but they reject the Zionist movement
that has never taken them into con
sideration.
Going to the Far East, India, from
latest reports appears to be settling
down as the Moslems and Hindus end
their great trek. In China, the hesita
tion for greater aid to the Chiang gov- -
ernment stems from the lack of surety
by many that the present government
will be the best for that country.
The German partition poses many
questions. Mr. Hory explains the
German's conditions today as "Pretty
tough." Agreement by the 4 power
conference in London is doubtfuL
With failure it will most likely mean
no solution, to the problem, but a
stronger alliance by the Western
Three and Russian rule for the rest.
Failure to compromise rests mostly on
the Russians.
With regards to England's hard
times he stated, "Never write off
Great Britain." Though times are
rough and they appear to have no
right to win, there's some unity, spirit,
cohesion, and character that always
wins out. The dominions sympathies
have swung over since the war to a
strongly pro-Britis- h trend and the
unity there is now more cooperative
than before the war. ,."'
.
.
. . ..
-
:
He summed up the interview on the
vein that when the world is able to
find a middle course and learns how
to compromise peace will be won.
High School President of Young
Peoples group and singing in choirs.
At Wooster he has majored in Re-
ligion, is an Elder of Westminster
Church, has worked one summer as a
senior counselor at a YMCA camp,
has worked with the WOOSTER v
YMCA for two years, besides being
engaged in numerous other college .
activities.
In. answering the question, "Why
does Wooster-in-Indi- a appeal to you?"
he wrote the following. "In line with
my vocation, my primary interest in
Wooster-in-Indi- a can, I believe, be
summed up in the one word 'Service'."
He went further to state that. To
teach my word and example in a land
struggling so to gain it's footing pre-
sents an appeal to which I cannot be
deaf."
Dave will succeed John Bathgate,
our 1946 representative at Ewing
Christian College. John is to return
in June when Dave will leave to fill
his post. The selection has been made
at this time to handle passport prob
lems, etc. as they may come up. Ed
Powers and Louis Wood were Dave's
competitors for the position.
At the committee meeting Thursday
noon of this week the members, Mr.
Drushal, Rev. Bonthius, Rev. Bates,
Mr. Hartman, Lois Lyon, Bob Reed,
and Dave Casde; adopted a new con-
stitution subject to approval by the
Board of Foreign Missions in Phila-
delphia. If approved it will give basic
monetary and discretionary authority
in the selection of representatives to
Ewing Christian College to our Woos
ter-in-Ind- ia committee.
Of interest to many will be the ar
rival of films during- - January from
John Bathgate that will show condi-
tions as they exist in Ewing College
and Allahabad, India. Information as
to when they will be shown will be
given after they arrive.
Big Four And UF
Plan Carol Sing
Sunday night at 7:00 Big Four and
Westminster Fellowship are sponsoring
an all-colle- ge carol sing. Meeting
around the Christinas tree on the quad.
the carolers will be split into y H
groups. Then, each group supplied
with a leader and a list of house num-
bers, the singers will carol at the homes
of Wooster shut-in- s.
After the songs everyone will re-
turn to Babcock for thawing out with
hot refreshments.
IVo IVfore Mix-up- s
Date Calendars
Ready At Union
The new College of Wooster En-
gagement Calendars, now on sal at
the Bookstore and the Public Relations
Office for one dollar each, art ex-
ceedingly well done this year. The
photographs, which were taken by Art
Murray and Rodney Williams, provide
many unusual and interesting shots of
the campus and buildings.
On the front cover appears an ex-
cellent phot of "a symbol of Wooe-teria- ns
Kauke Hall. The quality of
the booklet is truly fine, and the En-
gagement Calendar is heartily recom-
mended as an ideal Christmas gift.
NSA Vote in Chapel Wednesday
NSA COMES BEFORE THE STUDENT BODY NEXT
WEDNESDAY IN CHAPEL IT IS YOUR CHANCE
TO CAST YOUR BALLOT FOR OR AGAINST NA-
TIONAL STUDENT COOPERATION.
We Cannot Ajford to Be Indifferent
"Created half to rise and half to fall;
Great
.
lord of all things, yet a prey to all;
o.i. j r . i jt 1...-1- .J.
The glory, jest, arid riddle of the world."
Alexander Pope On Man
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Don't Quote Me - But
By BETSY JONES and M. J. BENNETT
The men have had their inning. Now, girls, what's wrong with
Wooster MEN?
"How do we know? We don't see enough of them."
Dot Shearer, '50
"I don't know that anything is wrong with them. They're just
as bad any place all alike." Sylvia Dunaway,- - '48
"Before I read last week's column I though there was some hope
for them. Now I'm convinced there isn't. Rose Kesel, '48
"Hollowchested, too hippy, and no shoulders, but, on the whole,
real swell." . Mary Ellen Frazier, '49
"I lean toward the higher things in life!" Julia Patron, '49
"Only half of them give the Wooster girls a chance! HOW do
they spend Saturday nights?" t Ann Dorfman, '48
"Too much College Joe type too conceited, (all men are that)"
Mary Redding, '49
"They're a wonderful bunch, except that some of them seem to
think that they can't date unless they have a small mint of cash on
hand." Jinnie Lybarger, '50
"If all Wooster men were as good-lookin- g as Mr. Douglas, as
-- Wing cU-S- ee ta--cha- ri M Wh
scnooi invaaeu uie btduiuni cumc tunc agu auu iuv a
Word Fray Ends
As Scot Co-e- ds
Capture Fourth
Wooster's vanity team of women
debaters pulled down fourth place in
the annual Women' Debate Tourna
ment at Capital University last Fri
day.
,
'
Undefeated Kent Jwate led eleven
colleges with Wittenberg placing sec
ond and Ohio Wesleyan third.
Presenting the affirmative of the
proposition: Resolved, that a Federal
World Government should be estab
lished, veteran debaters Harelyn Mel
conian and Marjorie Yaple took four
rounds aFthe expense of Youngstown,
Bowling Green, Heidelberg, and Cap
ttal, and lost to Oberlin and Kent.
Accentuating the negative, first-yea- r
debaters Mary Ellen Frazier and Rita
McColl eliminated opponents from
Ohio University, Denison, and Cap-
ital. They bowed before Akron, Wit-
tenberg, and Wesleyan.
In the six-rou- nd tournament spon'
sored by the Ohio Association of Col-
lege Teachers of Speech, affirmative
teams won 43 clashes, negative teams
29.
Participating in the event were Ak-
ron, Bowling Green, Capital, Denison,
Heidelberg, Kent, Oberlin, Ohio Uni-
versity, Ohio Wesleyan, Wittenberg,
Wooster, and Youngstown.
know who found it. Let's en, 0 ' 'as a souvenir. Twould be interesting to
hope it wasn't the Senate investigating committee l Inr-- o mCYTP I '
proved to us tnat coops win worn wny uun i we wise up mm
make life a little easier for everyone ...
place during tne spring ana summer
mere is a move on root io get iwumidi uimu suur month w fim fro wkh iu
campus. The petition was growing when it blew by us in the Shack
,and5caping and flowefJ and
Monoay. wonaer now many oi us dcvuduy u - Qur head chemist
money to undertake something like this? We might better concentrate worki
on some or tne eigncyeigm exira'curncuidr ncuviuca nuwuv iauh.i
. . . Despite constant publicity for a washing machine co-o- p very' little
seems to have been accomplished. Rather than help out the kids who
it himself, and has achieved notable
success.
Thei41B field"C1U "of chemistry also owes to:..,. i i i- - -- n jhave to do ail tneir own launory, many peupie wm .u uu Qf Gfady and Df chitwmf also of
town laundries or send every stitch home to mama. The vets have the ch,mUtry departrnt!nt, thc book
The Chemist at Work, an excellent
and widely recommended discussion of
Something Jiew: Have you seen Mellen Ladwells startling hat.' opportunities in the field of chemistry
Tis very becoming and seemed to keep everyone awake in the Union ror men ano women.
the other dreary morning . . . And Flip Pipers tie which is truly chemist at the Ohio Agricultural
something new to be talked about. Painted by his sister, who is in Experiment Station in 1916-191- 8, Dr.
high school, the sunning cravat has a hand poised below a flipping Grady has had a number of semi- -
.-
-I il. . 1 TJ1- - 1 1 4.L f tl. 'U ",1ontrf ... .1 I l. I I
Speaker Opposes
Peacetime Army
Delegates Chosen f
Speaking o n , Universal Military
w flf a
- ... J ri ii ii. i .1 il '1 rflimntr Mr l .hflrlpn Walker at the
tne spot ac tne ngni time . . . Dorrowec rrom ner Motner in ever Armed with a vast amount of facts
Told Her" was the lovely ballad that the girls from the south end I an(j figures, he pointed out" the ill
or caDcocits secona noor sang at tneir open nouse last weeK. ine effects which would result in the fields
charming lyjs were composed in the wee hours of the morning, and 0r ,cience, government, business and
SUng in appropriate costumes ... education as a result of the passage
Something Blue: Tis only a rumor, but we hear that the faculty of the bill now pending in Congress,
has decided that smoking on the golf course constitutes a fire hazard. Mr. Walker brought out' the inade
If there is any basis for this the student body will doubtless obey to I quacy of compulsory military train- -
the man. But, at least they deserve the right to know why this step ing as a defense against aggression in
has been taken. Of course, as was mentioned above, this is only a a time of atomic warfare. He advo.
rumor. Lets wait for confirmation from the Ad building
. .
. the cated breaking of the disarmament
THB WOOSTBR VOICE
Will Broadcast Over WWST
o i
RICHARD T. GORB
Christmas carols new and old will
comprise the program to be heard
Sunday afternoon at 4 in Memorial
Chapel. Prof. Richard T. Gore will
direct the choir of 90 voices, which
will be assisted by Eve Roine Rich-
mond and Wilma Schwandt, sopranos,
Dorothy Showalter, alto, Glenn Gar--
Dr. Grady Synthesizes Fudge;
Mixes Golf And Test Tubes
- By DOROTHY RODGERS .
Did you know there's a certain chemistry professor on Wooster
campus who can mix up a batch of fudge as effortlessly as a solution
of aqua regia? Who, as a matter of fact, has almost that professional
touch with any kind of candy making? The accomplished gentleman
is no less than the head of the chemistry department, Dr. Roy I. Grady.
Dr. Grady attended Wooster schools through the College, where
h rereived hil B.S. in 1916. His II.I I I .II.... f .L- -
a c J rL n J tne session, ne it a reuow or me
smooth dressers as Mr. Bonthius, and as "collegiate" as Mr. Grape fwreJ , ohio StaM UniversitV( in A.A.A.S., a member of A.C.S., of th
back Wooster Snips Sherer, 409 ' . . - ' .JnLn,.:T..,l,.r.,AOhio aemistry Teachers' Association,that would put the "woo" in
Bluufi and Avumi
.01R . lg rMOect;vei Tn 1918
Dr. Grady returned to the College of f the hio Academy of Science, of
Wnn,i to tch at an instructor until Theta Chi Delta' Si8m Xi. nd Phi
107f1 wl,,n he Urnmf aaaiatant orofes- - Beta KaPPa. and of the ,ocal KlwaniS
sor. In 1923 he was promoted to full Uut
professorship and became head of the A businessman in the bargain, Dr
chemistry department, which post he Grady was largely instrumental in the
has held ever since. He founded Sci
it I tvr
penal wun w woru rup duuvc wuiui u.ciu. . ;u. technical articles pum.snea in agncm- - developmentad the launching of the
family those Pipers are! . . . the newest thing in the line of Christmas turai journaIg. Although his teaching plant hetefe deodotant x-Odo- r-
advertised in Peedee. Called The Dot 1 of the he ha.gifts was a recent u iargeiy analytical, taught 0, which i. used both as a household
Year (supposedly even better than the Sparkle Plenty child) this practically every course offered in the deodorant and in hatcherieS) 8tabieS(
soft, cuddly Didee doll comes complete with a deluxe bubble bath. Woostef catalogue. His research, how- - ,nnA .Bt ana so nno . ine rgre- -ti t ii i v - . a --j. . .,., , P" snops, zoos,wno could asK ror anytning more.' . . . nn iuea w euggcoucu ever, is now mainly in tne neia or or-b- y
Ned Shreffler that everyone who goes in the Union place a candy ganic silicon compounds. In connec- -
cane or other similar things on the Christmas tree. Then next fnday tion with the national defense pro- -
when the tree is loaded down with goodies the Y.W. or the Red gram, he was asked by the National
Cross could collect everything and take it out to the Children's Home Research Council to do special re- -
to make their Christmas a little happier. How about it, people? Tonight search with Dr. William Kieffer, also
would be a mighty good night for someone to inaugurate the plan. 0f the chemistry department,
When vou think that : vou need another coke why don t you stop Also interested in athletics, Dr,
and remember that "it is more blessed to give ..." ... the festive Grady has judged many a track meet
decorations in front of Kl C-- D, constructed by John Hudson, are and swimming meet; a very respectable
supposed to be something really worth seeing. Seems nice to have scorer in golf, and he swings a mean
talented men on campus again . . . what's this about Paulie Swan ping pong paddle.
and Dean Ferm hiding behind- - a telephone pole on Friday night. An active member of many groups,
We hope the results werent too shocking ... , Dr. Grady serves on the faculty com.
Something Borowed: borrowed from the good old days when there mittee for public occasions (such as
were more men than women on camnus. was the sendintr staff vie dance commencement) , the committee on the
which went over so well .on Saturday niaht Cheers for Walt Grosiean teaching staff, and the admissions and
who did such a good job of planning it. Also a pat on the back to credit mktee. He is a leading
Johnny Allen and the muscle-me- n who finally got the tree up on member o the United Presbyterian
rllbrvl xuhn Church an elder and member of141V U OUV41 llltV B410.LV a UW1 I 1 Vlai J--J V AailUlU, vvsiv 1
took them, were the movies of the girls' football game shown Saturday
night lhat pass from Uulp to King sure looked good even in
retrospect. Who said men were the only ones who could make
passes? A thing of beauty and a joy forever were the antics of the
cheerleaders which are- - now recorded for posterity ... borrowed,
but only temporarily, was the cash taken from 'Annat's on last
Saturday night. The boys were quoted as saying that the plans for the
robbery were formulated-i- n an Akron bar. Fromthere they came
to Wooster where they hit the night spots before the crime was per
search of about a year on the part of
Dr. Grady resulted in the development
of the deodorant.
Greatly popular with students and
faculty alike for his good humor and
generosity, Dr. Grady is doubly ap
preciated for the excellent advice and
fine guidance vocationally that he is so
willing to accord any student.
EVE ROINB RICHMOND
ratt and Robert Taylor, tenors, Paul
Modlish, baritone, William Steiner,
bass, and by members of the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra, with Constance
Pixler at the organ.
The program will be broadcast over
station WWST, beginning at 4 p.m.
MORE ON
'Dear Ruth' Trip
(Continued from Page 1)
gum was heard from the second row.
Boss Craig had arrived!
Hazen Solves Tricky Problem
The two on stage had just finished
praying that -- the record would not
stick on "I Love You Truly" when,
at the end of the scene, the curtain
stuck. There was Dickson the Maid,
true to her theatrical training, holding
her pose in center stage admirably,
while. Father Shawver to the rescue
closed the curtain with his bare hands.
After the curtain had performed the
same trick twice, Hazen thought to in
form the now frustrated cast that there
was a movie screen impeding the prog'
ress ef the eurtain-Th- e ugly head of
bad theatre breaks did not rear itself
attain. Of course there were a few
minor difficulties, to cite one: Mom
and Pop, having made their prime
exit lines, found themselves locked out
on stage. They wish to issue a vote of
thanks to the efficient crew member
who saw his way clear to unlock the
door for them. -
The Cake Goes to Strait
-
After this, the lines became a bit
confused. Bruce Strait, Lothario of the
local theatre, came through with the
punch line of the evening. Looking
winsomely at Ruth and Bill, he bound
ed up the stairs, saying, "I hate to go
away and leave the phone alone"
(Quotation from the script: "I hate
to go to the phone and leave you two
alone.") I.
The play at last over, the crew be
gan to strike the set, the cast and each
other. The verdict of the evening was,
that despite a few trivialities, the show
was well-receive- d, especially by the
principal of the school who arrived in
time for the curtain call. If you hap
pen to be one of the underprivileged
to has missed all nine performances
see us in Dalton on Jan. 8 at reduced
prices
AM 7te MMeU
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 12 ,
4:00 Choir ........ --napei
8:30 Christmas Formal - Gym
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13 .
Holden Annex Breakfast - dbdcock
8:30-11:3- 0 Vic Dance ... -'-
- Babcock
8:00 Fifth Section Open House
8:00 Ball Eighth Section - Livingstone
8:00 Seventh Section Open House
8:00 Ninth Section Informal
8:00 Sixth Section Open House
8:00 Beall Hall Open House
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 14
9:15 Freshman Forum - - p ,
4rOn rboir Concert . Chapel
5 :30-7:0- 0 Philosophy Club - Babcock
7:00 All College Caroling .: : , Qua?
petraiea. snere are many people wno wouio just love to Know wnere American' Friends Committee ad- - MONDAY. DECEMBER 15tkc "niorVif Bnnra1 o rvottA7 Vnr on' "T" iMrncc rorv-ir-r nf tVii I n-
"bw-.jt- r" IVU..W. , w oi. . m. r" ; ., 1 dressed the oLlU at its meeting inexcitement spealc .to JHelep. .Hetmann. or. Zell Dennis who were on Batcoctjast TueidSy' evening;
9:00 All-Colle- ge Caroling Party Babeock
4:15
4:30
7:00
,7:00
7:00
7:00
7:10
7:00
8:00
9:00
Men's Glee Club ........
. String Orchestra
French Club
Sigma Delta Pi
Chemistry
.1... Chapel
Kauke
:...!!rBabcock
Mr. Peyton's Home
Severance
German Club - -- , - Kauke
American Chemical Society 1 - Galpin
Student Recital . Chape
Musical Moments '. ' Chape
Senate - - Senate Room
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 16
4-1- 5 Girla' Chorus : '. Chapel
4:30 Band Rehearsal ... . Kauke
7:00 Pre-Me- d Club .. Severance
7:00 Pembroke . ... . :.. Babcock
7:00 Choir Caroling - i Chapel
looks on many faces after close examination of the exam schedule deadlock and setting up of a universal WEDNESDAY, DEOBMBER 17
tUt. T7L it - i : I i.-- .i !.. u 6:45 Y. w. C. A.wv uui wuv, mm wwu wit. iwu, uiah itu. 44, a. tiuuudy niwdys I puuic pgwer oa uie aoiuuon to worm i 7;QQ Y M C Alooked forward, to, falls on Sunday. Oh, well, fellows it'll be Leap security. - '' 7: 15 Full brcheraZlZ
...... .
Babcock
Big 4 Room
. . Kauke
Year SOOn that OUght to Cheer you up! . . , speaking of blue, the SLID appointed Rachel Lloyd and 8:00 Christmas Meeting Vets' Wives Babcock
wind blew so hard Monday night that many of the people in the Dick Rowling as delegates to the THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18 ,
. , . 4i30 Band Rehearsal : : Kauke1 1 j t .1. t ti. nm t ;iiuuauig uiuia were aii&iu meyu pe on xne snores OI i-a-xe owl national convention to oe neia
.0q Men's Glee Club ... Kauke
Erie DCtore first hours the next morning . . , I (Continued on page 4) I 8:0o Dr. Lean "Christmas Carol" . .... Chapel
The Apathy Myth
December 12, 1947
Of lute I have heard too much talk about our student body being
apathetic. It seems as if .one-hal- f of the students things the other half
is asleep and some outsiders believe we're all asleep. What puzzles'
me, is how this myth of apathy came into being
While I can think of some words that do.' I don't believe apathy
describes the students of Wooster at all. Frankly, I thin we might he
more properly typed as "abnormally atfive". Consider for one moment
the various organizations onjhis campus political, social, literary.
all of them burning up student hours in activities. It doesn't impress
me as a blan sea of apathy. 1 -
It is well to' remember that everyone isnu politically minded.
Some people by their very nature would much sooner spend their day
peering into the contents of a test tube or browsing through T. S.
Elliot than talfe of the Russian situation. Furthermore it seems to me
debatable as to which pursuit is the more worthy.
Tet ue have no excuse for Sgnorinz campus'wide elections or
problems; and this, I believe, is where the apathy myth found itself.
Our election turnouts have never, been satisfactory and the backing
we "give our student government has been disappointing at -- times. .
With a group that is as comparatively small as our student body we
should expect improvement along these lines. But this is not apathy.
I should like to see a ninety per cent turnout for the N.S.A. dec
tion next tfee. It's an issue that demands our activity whether we're
chemists or psychologists. It would be an excellent way to PROVE
that apathy at Wooster is a myth. A. E. V.
"A Little Learning
Under our system of democracy, the Constitution provides for
the "freedom of the press" to express the views it wishes. Bui dc
mocracy does not assure us that the views expressed by journalism
will represent the impartial truth, free of vested interests and powerful
pressure, groups. It does not guarantee that minority opinions will not
be silenced through "squeezing out" a newspaper by resorting to .
business tactics.
By underplaying certain angles, and distorting or repressing news
events, the "big press" of ' America may bias the news to place their
beliefs in a more favorable light and to mae opposing viewpoints appear
ridiculous or irrevelant. The press may thus form an attitude in the
mind of the reader without his being aware of the impression which
has been made. With more than onchalf of our newspaper rirculation
controlled by chain publication subtle slanting of public opinion be-
comes a potent probability.
The press has the right to voice the views it believes correct. But
apathetic acceptance of a single viewpoint makes us tools in the
hands of whatever faction may present the most insistent influence. -
Opposing opinions may be found if the reader will loo for them,
bearing in mind that each faction sees to influence, either openly or
covertly. Freedom of the press supports the principle of freedom of
individual thought and the right to formulate our own points of view.
But unless we exercise our privilege of looking at the other side oj
every question, this basic right is subtly rendered of little consequence.
After The Wind
By JACK BOBBITT
A. bunch of us are standing by the Rock the other morning
afterchapel and are remarking that what with one thing and an-oth- er
lately, times are beramingerydirflcultrindeed- .- First we
are going home for Thanksgiving and are cramming our, maws with
turkey and this and that, which actually turns out to be a very
painful procedure. Then we are storming back to the dear old"!
institution, only to find Christmas staring us in the face although
there are very few characters who mind being stared at like that,
what with Christmas being a time of great cheer and wassail'bowls
overflowing with the milk of human kindness and dollies running
to and fro and 'round and about with such remarks as, "Well, look
who's home!" and "I thought you graduated . . ." and other apt
remarks. But it is actually the dollies here who are worrying us. For
it seems that every year about this time they are becoming even more
excited than somewhat and are putting great faith in going to the
Christmas Formal with some nice character who will have enough
sense to buy them posies which match the color of their glad-rag- s.
And this is not all. Some are expecting little presents of one thing
and another, such as small bands with sparklers flashing from them
and other trinkets, especially if they know you very well and are
engaged to you or any such thing. Well, we are deciding to extend
our heartfelt sympathy to these besieged gentlemen, inasmuch as they
are, indeed, in somewhat of a moolah-predicamen- t. This moolah is,
of course, the big problem, what with characters flying to Teeterboro
and from Teeterboro while they sit on bucket-seat- s and read their
favorite comic books. But what with prices so high and money gen-
erally so expensive to acquire, it is generally being conceded on campus
that getting along properly from a pecuniary standpoint is about as
hard as selling a Phi Bete a double-breaste- d suit. And probably
harder ... -
Although we must admit that we are not the only characters
who think that money is hard to acquire, as any knowing jockey in
this area will now inform you. In fact, everyone is soberly considering
this late excitement, what with bullets flying to and fro and char-
acters callobering other characters in the kisser for not showing the
proper holiday spirit. And after observing all this rumpus,-w- e are
coming to an enormous conclusion:' it is no disgrace to be poor. It is
merely inconvenient ...
Reprinted
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By LARRY "Flip" PIPES
The iportt staff withes to seize this
opportunity to express its regret at the
temporary loss of Paul Miskimen, one
of the standout performers on Coach
Art Murray's Freshman football team.
Because of injuries sustained in Frosh
football practice and a Douglass May
pole dance, Paul was
forced to abandon the
sacrosanct campus o f
Wooster in favor of
his Mom's homecook-ing- .
Your speedy re-tu- rn
'Tin ii r-- r - iiw to health and the
"Wooster way of life" is anticipated
by your countless Doug-las- s and Lassie
(come home) friends,
Wooster has a great basketball coach
in the person of Mose Hole and the
makings of a fine basketball team, but
there the praise must come to a
screeching halt for the Scots have
a poor pre-Chrutm- ai basketball sched-
ule.
Dec. 5 John Caroll at the Cleveland
Arena
Dec. 10 Kenyon at Gambier
Dec. 12 Ohio Wesleyan at Delaware
Dec. 13 Wabash at Crawfordsville
Dec. 18 Grove City at Grove City
Dec. 19 Allegheny at Meadville
What Accounts For No Home
Basketball Games Being Played
Before Christmas?
This columnist's big complaint
there's a more appropriate five letter
word, but modesty and the Bureau of
Internal Combusion forbid is the
absolute lack of a single home game
before the Christmas holiday!! Why??
Certainly Scot students are entitled to
see their team in action at least once
before making the trek home to the
familiar hearth-side- !
Coach Hole has planned to refur-
bish the gym floor by repainting the
Jinesand generally overhauling it.
Admittedly, he does not want to see
such improvements go for naught as
the result of the Christmas formal.
The removal of wax or cornmeal from
the gym floor after a dance constitutes
one Hades of a job since gasoline and
plenty of elbow grease must be ap-
plied. The Christmas vacation is the
logical time to remove such extraneous
substances.
But what is to prevent a home game
- from being scheduled before the form'
al? Whyot play the inept Hiram
quintet, or some other equally impo-
tent team, before Christmas vacation
instead of following it? Scot students
want to see their (a Student Activity
Fee does exist, you know) team in
action and would not be particular if
Gravel Gertie herself were the op-
ponent in the first clash.
The scheduling of practice games
with Kent State Jrs. of Canton and
the Wooster High School indicates
that the floor (it may not be pretty,
but it's all there) is in playable con-
dition. Away games have meanwhile
been played against John Carroll and
Kenyon.
Last season two home games were
scheduled, Kent State and Allegheny
offering the opposition. A Christmas
formal was also held. It is therefore
logical to assume that the situation
which was satisfactorily adjusted a
year ago could have been adequately
dealt with this season.
Other Schools Possess
Similar Problems
Although there is at the moment no
way of checking this statement, .this
rotund reporter will wager the Brook-
lyn Bridge (and I'll even throw in
Lippy Leo Durocher's shop-wor- n vo-
cabulary) that of the remaining 20
schools in the Ohio Conference, all
but two or less have scheduled at least
one, home game before the holidays.
Surely in a few of these schools much
the same problem exists as that which
confronts Wooster's athletic depart-
ment.
,
v
.
Wooster's main source of sports
publicity in the last two decades has
been emanating from the accomplish-- .
menu of the Scot basketball team. So
" what happens? Johnny Jerque, who
lives in the left-han- d corner of Bab-cock- 's
frigidaire, trips gaily home and
is asked how Wooster's "hoop-alon- g
Cassidys" are shaping up. Knocking
the icicles from his finely chiseled
skull, Johnny replies: "Daaa der
Verce says dey're pretty good, but I
ain't (you realize I'm quoting) teen
'em yet." Consequently hit interroga-
tors conclude that Johnny it a Jerque
and hit alma mater as well.
Now for the good points, and there
are several. The two long road trips
on which Ohio Wesleyan, Wabash,
Grove City, and Allegheny are played
are deserving rewards for the tough
THE WOOSTBR VOICBjBPBRTS
WOOSTER RMO
Frosh Demilitarize
Generals 31 -- 15
The Wooster Frosh smothered the
Wooster High Generals under a 31-1- 5
barrage Wednesday afternoon in the
gym. Coach Art Murray alternated
two quintets in the first and second
halves. The starting five consisted of
Price Daw and Jerry Talkington at
forwards, Bob McCaughey at center,
and Jesse Malinowski and Jim Guyer
at guards. The other quintet was made
up of John Blough" and Dick Bird at
forwards, Ned Johnson at center, and
Bill Morris and Jack Dorricott at
guards.
The Scots trailed at the end of the
first period 10-- 6, but rallied in the
second period to assume a 14-- 0 lead.
The Frosh Continued their blistering
pace in the second half, scoring 17
points to the High School's five. The
Generals netted exactly two points in
the entire second and third periods.
Bill Morris was high man for the
Scots with eight points, and Price Daw
contributed - six points to the cause.
WOOSTER Fg. Ft. Pt.
Daw, f --r2 2 6
Talkington, f .... 1 1
McCaughey, c 1 1 3
Malinowski, g 2 4
Guyer, g 1 0
Morris, f ..3 2 8
Dorricott, f 1 2
Johnson, c 1 2
Blough, g .....1 1 3
Bird, g 1 2
.' -
12
.7 31
WOOSTBR HIGH
Harris, f .... 1 1
Shearer, f 0
Montanya, c 1 1 3
Davies, g .......3 6
Snoddy, g 2 4
Baus, f 1 1
6 3 15
Score by Quarters:
Wooster Frosh 6 14 22 31
Wooster Generals ....10 10 12 15
season which the Black and Gold have
yet to play. The road trips satisfy that
"get-away-from-ifa- ll" feeling which
any normal person entertains.
Scheduling Muskingum During Exam
Week It Good Move
The scheduling' of the Muskingum
basketball game in Severance gym on
Saturday, Jan. 31, offers a welcome
relief from exam fatigue. Of course,
if you'd rather go out smooching in-
stead, that's your business!
And the cutting of Marietta's home
and home series of '46-'4- 7 to a single
game wot a good move on the part of
Coach Mose Hole. Last season's scores
of 72-4- 9 and 68-4- 1 and Marietta's
final hoop record of four wins and
19 losses (whoops, my deah) disclose
that Marietta is definitely not in the
same league with the Scott re-
gardless of the fact that each school
is in the Ohio Conference.
Careful carding of the Scots' Sev- -
erance Gym games has resulted in
Wooster's lads and lassies being of--
fered a steady and interesting diet of
Saturday games.
Regarding his cagers as men and
not machines, Coach Hole hat further
refrained from scheduling more than
two garnet in any one week, the week
of Feb. 8 excepted.
Paucity of space is not the reason
this reporter must criticize the athletic
department's present 1946-194- 7 bas
ketball schedule rather it is the ob
ligation he assumed with the job of at
Sports Editor in the spring of '46 to
report Wooster sports accurately and
conscientiously, the bad along with
the goodl to
Roll-Awa- y Bleacher
Attempt,
Saturday the Scots complete the
final leg of their two way jaunt at
Crawfordsville, Ind. The opposing five
is the same (W) abashed group of
basketeers who took it on the chin
from Coach Hole's cagert 60-4- 9 last
season.
. The Little Giants discovered then
that the Wooster quintet wot not the
hen that laid the golden eggs. And
even with the ovals at their present
market value, the Scott have evinced
no symptoms of the desire to "turn
chicken".
Same Five to Start Against Wabash
Only two of last season's regulars
who helped shove Wabash about are
still on hand: Earl Shaw and "Fin-
gers" Wagner. Replacing Don Swe-ga- n,
who was the high scorer with 20
points in the '46-'4- 7 Wabash game, is
Frank Pierce. "Swish" Shaw, whose
19 points swelled the 60 point total
against Wabash a year ago, will fill
the other forward post. Wagner will
center the team while the starting
guards will probably consist of the
same ue who took the floor against
John Carroll Jim Weygandt and
Jerry White. Gaver, Milligan, Busack,
and Edwards, all of whom turned in
a good brand of ball against Carroll
in the arena, will undoubtedly get the
opportunity to play in Saturday
night's tilt.
Black and Gold Quintet Opposes
Ohio Wesleyan Tonight; Bishops
Installed In Severance Gym
r t l j t?i i f "v-o- acn mose noie nas announced
that something new is about to be
added, and that something is four sets
of bleachers which have been ordered
from the Universal Bleacher Com-
pany of Champagne, 111 . This 'settee
company of Giggly, 111., will notify
Coach Hole between the 20th and
22nd of this month whether the
bleacher seats can be installed for this
season's games.
The contract calls for four rows of
roll-awa- y bleacher seats to be installed
at the sides of the gym door and nine
rows at each end. This will provide
seating room tor 360 more students
than was formerly the case and will
enable a throng of over 1,000 people
to be seated in staid old Severance
Gym.
An added feature of the Universale
bleacher seats is the steel cross bracing
Scots to Spend Saturday
Boasts Powerful Starling Linenp
tw wnnnv apwattcp
Coach Mose Hole's basketeers will
to Dame tne Bishops ot Uhio
Bishops Friday night, the Scots then
piay waDasn college on Saturday nigftt to rppnd out a lull week end.
Ohio Wesleyan boasts a strong starting line-u- p of four capable
veterans
IS
who
.I'll.are returning. f from. . .. last year's starting five which wonio games wniie losing nine, xnis to
'47 squad scored 1662 points for a
new season record and averaged 616
points per game.
Starting at the forward positions for
Wesleyan will be John Meyer (6 ft.
2 in.) and John" Smith (6 ft.) who
will probably fill the only vacated posi-
tion that of Captain Clint Stevenson
of last year's team. At center will be
John Thompson, 6 ft. 3 in. senior.
Playing the guard positions will be
Dick Taravella (5 ft. 8 in.) and
Charles Buttermore (5 ft. 8Vi in.)
Buttermore Scored 340 Points
In '46-'4- 7
Buttermore strictly a "bread
and 'butter'" player handles the
ball well and is a very consistent
scorer as the 340 points he swished for
the Bishops in the '46-'4- 7 campaign
will testify; this total incidentally shat-tere- d
Wesleyan's high scoring record
for individual players and earned But-termo- re
a berth on the All-Ohi- o team.
Buttermore, along with the lofty
Thompson, who mangled the meshes
with 211 points in '46-'4- 7, will bear
much watching by the Scots.
Opposing the Delaware quintet will
probably be the tame first five Coach
Hole hat used to open the Black and
Gold's first two casaba clashes Earl
Shaw and Frank Pierce at forwards,
Captain "Fingers" Wagner at center,
and Jim Weygandt and Jerry White
guards.
Milligan, Gaver, Busack, Edwards,
Lucas, Mortland, and Jim Schneider
are also making the trip and are likely
get plenty of action.
Seats To Be
which prevents the stands from col-lapsi- ng
as was the case in Purdue last
year.
. The bleacher seats roll back against
'he wall after the game and will af-fo- rd
welcome additional room for has-ketba- ll
practice and gym classes.
Italian Spaghetti
Every Sunday At
The Shack
ing to Dam Wabash
Not too much it known about the
Little Giants of Wabash inasmuch as
theyh are played but on game, a.
50-4- 8 win over Manchester. Of their
eight lettermen, four exceed six feet.
Wabash's probable starting lineup will
be Gene Clones (6 ft. 1 in.) and
Bob Risley (5 ft. 10 in.) at forwards,
George Butcher at center (6 ft. 4 in.),
and John Houston. (5 ft. 10 in.), and
Ronnie Gescheidler (6 ft. 2 in.) at
guards.
Little Giants Have New Coach
It is a question whether or not the
"bean-stal- k boys" will employ the
same., dribble drunk., antics which
Wooster stymied so effectively last
season. Wabash's new basketball men-
tor is Bill Johnson, who graduated
from Indiana in '39 after playing 4
years of Conference ball and making
All-Conferen-
ce in his Junior and
Senior years. He served as assistant to
Coach Branch McCracken of Indiana
in '42, thence three years in the Navy
Air Corps, and in '46 back to Indiana
where he helped guide the fast-ste- p
ping Hoosiers to a second place fin
ish in the Big Nine Conference.
The Scots' theme sons for tomor
row night will definitely not be "Row,
row, row your boat gently down the
Wabash." For if there is any boat-rockin- g
to be done, the Black and
Gold intend to do it.
journey to Delaware, O., tonight
Wesleyan. Alter tangling with the
trek to Crawfordsville, Ind., to
Scott and Bishops Spit Encounters
Last Season
Last season the Scots and Bishops
split their two encounters. The first
game was played at Wesleyan, and
the Bishops had little' difficulty in
handing the Scots a convincing 69-4- 7
lacing. But in the second game the
rejuvenated Scots were more than the
Bishops could handle, and the result
was a 34-3- 1 victory for the Wooster
quintet. This was a very impressive vic-
tory for the Scots since they matched
the highly touted Bishops point for
point throughout the entire game and
finally in the dying seconds of play,
put the game on ice by a timely basket
and clever freezing of the ball. As is
to be expected, Shaw and Wagner
were the high scorers of the 34-5- 1
clash with 21 and 14 points respective-ly- .
Wooster will be fortunate in to--
night's hard court game in that it will
have the experience gained from its
game with John Carroll. Ohio Wes
leyan, on the other hand, opens their
basketball season with tonight's game
against the Scott.
Both quintets will be going all out
to triumph. For the Bishops, it is their
first and opening home game of the
season. And a win by Wooster would
enable the Scots to achieve an even
standing in the won and lost column
betwixt the two schools, -- which played
their first games 'way back in 1906
with the Scot's winning by scores of
28-- 8 and 37-2- 2.
Wooster's present casaba record
against Wesleyan quintets-i- s 18 wins
as against 19 losses. Coach Hole's in-
dividual record is six wins and six
losses.
Jeweler
George Lahm
221 Liberty St. Wooster, O.
Phone 1033-- W
City Taxi
812
Heating and Ventilating Coal Builders' Supplies
SALES SERVICE
GRAY & SON. Inc.
21$ East Liberty Street Wooster, Ohio
, Phone 67
Do You Remember?
The question is in reference to
Wooster's '46-'4- 7 basketball schedule.
Coach Mose Hole's casaba squad of
last season was one of the best all-tim- e
Scot hard court combines and
this reporter, "Apple Creek" Piper by
name, wagers that you don't even re-mem- ber
how many games were won,
let alone the starting quintet.
For your information (coughing
gently behind his sleeve as he delves
into the records) the Black and Gold
hoopsters who wore the school colors
for the '46-'4- 7 season compiled a
fancy record of 17 wins and six losses
in 23 games. By all odds Mose Hole's
'46-'4- 7 basketball machine was the
best Scot team since the memorable
'41 -- '42 bucket brigade, which ranked
thirteenth in the United States. These
cagers of Pearl Harbor memory
surely you remeniber that won 19
games while dropping only two.
The five gents who really reflected
plenty wf glory on the old "alma
mammie" before the end of the season
were Captain and forward Don Swe- -
gan, forward Earl "Swish" Shaw, cen
ter Ralph "Fingers" Wagner, and
guards Bob Baxter and Ross Smith.
It is an unusual occurrence when a
single member of a team scores more
than 300 points; yet Shaw, Wagner,
and Swegan all ruptured the cords for
more than 300 points. . Coincidence?
not on your life! After dropping
their first three clashes, the Scots
worked as a unit to win 17 of the
remaining 20 games.
The '37-'3- 8 squad, incidentally,
scored a total of 1000 points, thereby
becoming the first basketball team in
Wooster's history to get into the four
column figures. Yet the Triple En
tente of Shaw, Wagner, and Swegan
scoring 350, 348, and 303 points re
spectively scored a grand total of
1001 points, one more point than the
ntire-'37-- 38 team.
The Holemen were particularly ef
fective in finding the range on the
Severance Gym floor as they won
eight of 10 home games. The away
game record of nine wins as against
13 losses is also "all reet."
1946-4- 7 SCOT BASKETBALL
Dec. 3 Findlay 37-4- 4
7 Kent State 48-5- 3
10 - Ohio Wesleyan 45-6- 9
14 John Carroll 74-4- 9
17 Allegheny 51-2- 2
Jan. 10 Otterbein 62-4- 3
11 Marietta 72-4- 9
17 Akron 34-5- 8
18 Denison 56-4-2
25 Ashland 75-3- 6
Feb. 1 Wabash 60-4- 9
7 Marietta 68-4- 1
8 Mt. Union 53-5- 0
11 Hiram 71-4- 4
13 Ashland 69-6-1
15 John Carroll 49-4- 8
19 Kent State 53-6- 1
22 Ohio Northern 82-5- 3
25 Muskingum 62-6- 3
28 Case 87-3- 4
Mar. 1 Ohio Wesleyan 54-5- -
4 Mt. Union 45m
8 Oberliri 59--41
Indicates home games.
Get that puzzled look off your fac
es.' Surely you remember that Wooster
placed fourth in the state of Ohio
with its record of 17 victories and six
reverses, while its Ohio Conference
record of 13 wins and five losses en-
abled it to stand fifth in the Confer'
ce.
Best in the Ohio Conference! That
was the' Scots' total of 1085 points
amounting to an average of 60 points
in each of 18 games. Best all-tim- e
Wooster basketball scoring record!
That was the grand total of 1366
points amassed by the '46-4- 7 quintet
of Coach Hole. This 1366 point total
was the sixth best in Ohio State and
eclipsed, the -- 1220 points the '41-'4- 2
OPEN BOWLING
Wooster Recreation
Sundays 1 -- 11:30 PM.
7 Afternoons 1-- 5 -
229 East North Street
Lunches and
Dairy Products
Wooster
Farm Dairies
54 SO
Shaw And Wagner Lead Attack;
Scots Record Initial Victory
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
The Scots emerged from their initial mesh-manglin- g of the season
with a highly satisfying 54-J- O victory over the highly touted John
Carroll quintet. It was sweet revenge for Wooster after the 39--0
drubbing that the Hill eleven had taken at the hands of the Blue
Streab in football this fall.
Starting with a rush, Mote Hole's
five held a seven point bulge at the
end of the first quarter which they
increased to an 11 point lead by half- -
time. Although never headed, the
Scots narrowly escaped the second
half surge of John Carroll's atavistic
Arenites.
Shaw's 21 Points Pace Scot Offense
Wooster's high-scorin- g forward, Earl
"now you see him, now you don't"
Shaw led the cagers from both teams
with 21 points and "Fingers" Wagner
was but a step behind with 16. Larry
Howland, tall dusky center, sparked
If v .a-- .tne i-a- rrou ottense with 16 points
while little Eddie Doyle's 1 1 points
were sufficient for the runner-u- p hon
ors.
The referees were definitely "whistle
woozy" as they called 49 fouls and
waved four basketeers to the bench for
the rest of the game. Two from each
team were guilty of committing too
many personals. Wooster's Jerry
White and Jim Weygandt were given
the gate, whereas Carroll's George
Colman and Bill Howland, rambling
colored guard, were given the "heave--
ho" in the waning minute of the
game.
Wooster Hold 15-- 8 First
Quarter Lead
The Scots started out with a rain
of buckets and looked as if they were
going to put the game on ice early,
A field goal by "Swish" Shaw and
foul shots by Jim Weygandt and "Fin
gers" Wagner jumped the Black and
Gold to a quick 4-- 0 lead. After Ket
rany had connected on a long shot,
Shaw looped another fielder and
White got a one-point- er to make the
score 7-- 2. By the end of the quarter
the Hilltoppers had widened the scor-
ing margin to 15-- 8. Shaw scored six
points and Wagner five to pace this
initial attack.
In the second stanza the Scots
turned on the steam as they creased
the cords for 19 points. Again it was
"Swish" Shaw who led the blistering
pace with nine points to widen the
gap between the two teams to a 34-2- 3
half-tim- e score.
Carroll Rallies in Second Half
Things happened after the half
that nearly spelled disaster for Coach
Mose Hole's cagers. Excellent team-
work and the control of the back-
boards by John Carroll completely
foiled the Wooster attack, and slowly
but surely the Blue Streaks began to
whittle down the gap. Larry Howland
and Ed Doyle steam-rollere- d Carroll's
second-hal- f .offense with 12 and nine
points respectively. By the time the
gong on the big clock in the center
of the Arena had shown the end of
the third quarter, the Streaks had
narrowed the score to 46-3- 8.
The Scots tried desperately in the
fourth quarter to turn the tide but
could not succeed until the Blue
Streaks had propelled themselves to
within one point of Mose's Maruaders.
With the score 48-4- 7 in favor of the
Scot five, Wagner eased up the pres-
sure a trifle by netting a two-point- er
to make the score 50-4- 7.
Baskets by Gaver and Wagner
Ice Game
Hereupon, Slick Gaver, who had're- -
placed Frank Pierce in the fourth
team scored.
And of course you couldn't pos
sibly have "disremembered" the nerve-wracki- ng
home game contests with
Mount Union, John Carroll, and
Ohio Wesleyan.
IDEAL FROCKS
LADIES WEARING APPAREL
Always First With The Latest v
156 East Liberty Street
FOR .
Photographs
of distinction
CALL
Clarkes Studio
Phone 938-- R
On The Square
quarter, scored on a dandy break-
away bucket to put the Carroll quintet
squarely behind the eight ball. Anoth-
er bunny which Wagner side-pocket- ed
clinched the game, and the final three
points of the gam by Larry Howland
were just useless expenditures.
Particularly effective woe the play
of Miney Busack, a berk field per-
former in the Wooster-Carro- O football
gome, and Harry Scheifelc Replacing
the dispossessed Weygandt and White,
Busack and Scheifelc froze the ball
well in the final quarter to insure vic-
tory for the gallant Scots.
Wooster thus maintained its basket-
ball hex over John Carroll which has
now lost 13 of the 14 games played
with the Scots. A very pleasing situa-
tion to say the least!
WOOSTER Fid. Ft. n.
Shaw, f ,, , 9 3 21
Pierce, f 1 3
Wagner, c . 5 16
Weygandt, g 1
White, g 1
Gaver, f
.l
Totals .20 14 54
CARROLL Fid. Ft' TL
Gallagher, f 3
Kotrany, f 1
Howland, c 6 16
Tassee, g 1
Kissel, g 0,
Doyle, f 4 11
Tedesky, g 3
Coleman, f 0
Totals .18 14 50
Referees: Boich and Harrold
Score by Quarters:
Wooster 15 34 45 54
Carroll 8 23 38 50
Wooster Co-e- ds Pc:l
Svinning Descsrces
.
Since the repairs of the pool have
been completed, free swimming, the
Swimming dub, and Lif esaving class-
es are being held in the gym every
Monday and Wednesday night and ev-
ery Saturday morning. Girls who
would like to enroll in .the class-sho- uld
contact Miss Lowrie.
The Swimming Marathon will be
held these same evenings. Competition
of endurance will be held among the
classes. Points will be gained by the
number of lengths of the pool each
participant swims for his class. Man-
agers in charge of the classes are Mary
Billet, freshman; Ruth Russ, sopho-
mores; Poppy Dengler, juniors; and
Jo Barr. seniors.
TheswVm ming schedule is as follows:
Monday and Wednesday
7:30 Class Period
8:00 Lifesaving Class
8:30 Swimming Club
9:00 Free Swimming 4
Saturday Morning
9:30 Class Period '
10:00 Lifesaving Class
10:45 Swimming Club
11:15 Free Swimming
1 GIVE
GIFTS
SHE WILL '
LOVE
FROM
SALLY'S
WOOSTER, OHIO
12c-Hciinbur- gcr3
PHONE 340--R
ri 1 I
Used Car Slide
Art you in lh barker (or jomt
bug-u- p old meaty f H'mmimf'wall,
old Sloop O War Comdangla h hip-wit- h
going to giv you aomt tear.
First off, if torn yealed-ca- r dooter
call himself "Dare Squeal Jake" or
"Cinder Fool RoUigan", mn like a
hat out of BeaU. You're nooker to
lafe in the ace-popp- er, and keel
away from carter in that deepagory.
Now, if tome coker advertise: hi jar
a "rawlemly overheeced" or "a par-les- s
cot", or "always draven by a
leechy tooUkidder", well, thuxxin, ht'i
jucf indishing in tome kulgeful wink'
ing.
And here's another preliminary lip:
When you lead at the cpookometer,
rubble the deeding and add the woo-stulati- on
of Popper. Okay, Brud, you
are all beefed; now let' take a lark
at the mooket and the way to go
about peeping tome old hick. First,
there's the Tie-The-Kick- er method.
After you do that, you say, "Hah!
.There's a whale in the sheetborsel",
which shows you probably don't know
a cattle pottery from a wumper babe.
So here's the choop, Scum: (1)
Trot down on the thromple to see if
she's boiling any urn. (2) Check for
a clipping dutch. (3) Look for a
blacked crock. (4) Wangsloople has
got to back the crook; why don't you
save all this tricycle and get a bub
ble?
a cattery bable from a potter
wump.
Seniors!
All seniors who expect to have their
portraits appear in the" 1948 Index
must inform Snyder's Studio which
of the proofs they prefer.
This MUST be done before students
leave for Christmas vacation."
MORE ON
Iannarelli
(Continued from Page 1)
as News Editor and commentator.
Before his rise in Wooster he be'
- came a qualified interpreter and teach-
er of Italian with a certificate from
Cornell. During the war he was a Ser-
geant Major with the Provost Marshall
General' office; hi specific role being
the Colonel's interpreter in a Prisoner
of War Regiment.
Dominic has a responsible role in
Wooster'suture. He is playing that
role with a vigor that should mean but
one thing for the city better govern- -
- ment. :
Counter Chit-Ch- at
FROM
Freedlanders
Well, kiddie, today's question is,
"What Christmas present is the most
likely to succeed with you?" Reports
from a few Wooster worthies are:
Don Shawver: Out in Iowa it gets
cold, winters, (as a change from what
in Wooster?) and I want a warm
white wool scarf. I've hinted around
for over 13 years, and in desperation,
I've begun to knit my own. Won't
someone please get the idea and give
me one? (White wool is only one of
thej beaucoup at Freedlanders. White
rayon, and all colors in plaid and
plain wool, for $1.)
Buck Pontius: I want a large bottle
of Beau Brummell cologne. Since they
don't sell antidotes to girls' perfume,
I need some in self defense. Beside, as
my sainted Aunt Begonia used to say,
"Never take a bath 'til you run out of
cologne!" and I'm nearly out! (Beau
Brummell isn't the only kind. There
are His and Sportsman, and each has
not only cologne, but talc, after-shav- e,
shaving cream, and soap. Each item
about $1 a throw; all among the bet'
ter things to get wind of.)
Bob Goggin: What do I want?
Why, I haven't given it a moment's
thought
. . . but it would be nice to
have, say, a Custombilt pipe, that
looks heavy and feels light. Custombilt
pipes are made only from Italian
briar, and no two are alike. Freed
landers has them anywhere from ii
to Of course they have the coo!
Kirsten with the aluminum shank, and
Kaywoodies beside. And there are
chimney-actio- n lighters, especially de-
signed for pipes, by Nimrod and by
Mart, for 3.50 and $5. And beauti-
ful zipper-dose- d leather tobacco
pouches from Jf2. And genuine walnut
pip racks with places for 8 pipes, at
$2.9$ . . . But then, I really haven'i
thought much what I want for Christ
'mas,
Answers indicate: Aim --to 'please gir
era sue forced to fly to Freedlanders.
Ann Taylor.
1-
- II
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Kew Bulletin ....
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SxehangM Foreign Students.
Flory of UP Addresses Student
Body on International Journalism
By RALPH UNDERWOOD
Wooster Day at the college was highlighted by a chapel address
V
we
of the
Alumni News Bulletin.
His second speech was made before
the Wayne County Alumni Club
meeting in Scott Auditorium at 8:00
P.M. This public lecture was on "The
World Today."
Wooster's distinguished president,
Dr. Howard Lowry, spoke to the alum
ni meeting in Washington, D.C. on
Dec. 1 1 and to the New York gather-
ing on the 12th. On the 13 th he will
speak to the alumni group in
and a speech in Scott Auditorium by Mr. Harry R. Flory of the
United Press. Mr. Flory returned to his Alma Mater to aid in the
forty'fifth anniversary of the rededication of the college which was
completed and rededicated on Dec. 11, 1902 after it had been destroyed
by fire in the preceding year.
Since Mr. Flory s graduation from
Wooster in the class of 1920, he has
spent twenty-fiv- e year in the field of
journalism. In that length of time he
has risen from a position on the
Wooster Daily Record to the foreign
news manager and director of com'
munications for the United Press. At
present he is supervising the distribu-
tion of news leaving the United States
through the UP and is directing their
world wide communication network.
In his short address of "A Quarter
Century of International Journalism,"
he explained the progress and great re-sui- ts
that have been accomplished in
the press's effort to report both sides
of the news truthfully and accurately
and to distribute it to all parts of the
world. The news reporting, speedy
communication systems, and accurate
translations of foreign news have
helped to create a better understand
ing among the people of the world.
The simultaneous translations in
meetings of foreign minister and the
United Nation increased the efficien-
cy of the meetings and enabled the
world public to receive accurate ac-
counts of all statements or speakers.
Through the teletype and radio com
munications systems all newspapers
and radios could receive news from
all part of the world in only a few
minutes.
Through these achievements have
the nations of the world as well as the
American people been able to possess
a close contact with foreign nations,
the present conflict between Russia
and the Western powers, the living
conditions in war devastated areas,
the hope of people for the Marshall
Plan, and the new conflicts arising
Electrical Gifts
Electric Hair Dryer
with stand ...12.95
Electric Foot Warmers to
place at the foot of
your bed 7.95
G.E. Irons complete line
including travel irons 8.30
Steam Irons .........18.88
Kaser & Vaughan
THE NEW
mm
BALL
PEN
throughout the world.
Mr. Flory's chapel address will be
published in the next issue
r
THB WOOSTBR VOICB
Quality first at KALTWASSERS, at prices you
can afford to pay. You can pay more but money
does not buy better quality We make our own
ice cream. Headquarters for Double-Ka- y Nuts
with the freshness toasted in. Our sundaes are
tops. Soft drinks, candy bars, gum, box candy,
Pop Corn, etc.
WW- -
Designed to give the utmost in balance
and writing ease. The barrel is lustrous
plastic the metal cap is bright silver
finish. The sturdy, deep clip safeguards
against loss. Rich maroon and silver,
ebony black and silver.
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Work at Representative in Your Dorm
Contact
Dine - A - Mite
CHRISTMAS CANDLES
MINATURES, TAPERS and JUMBO CANDLES
In Christmas Colors Red, Green and White
25c 2.50
THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
Thaf Extra Gilt to Take Home
HANKIES Beautiful California Prints 1.00
SCARFS and HOODS 2.95 to 5.00
COSTUME JEWELRY 1.00 up
BEULAH BECHTEL
Fashion of Distinction
PUBLIC SQUARE
Dress up
stainless
fit your
"MORE ON . . .
Smoking
(Continued from Page 1)
the latter point were that a player goes
out on the course for relaxation, fresh
air and exercise; that smoking would
not increase any of these; and that
smoking was largely detrimental to
health and relaxation, as well as to
the enjoyment of possible non-smo- k'
ing players.
As for smoking in the lobby of
Taylor, the proposal was turned down
because there is a definite danger of
increasing the fire hazard, and for its
lack of consideration for non-smoker- s.
Since a blanket request was made
for smoking in the dorm parlors, the
faculty turned in a definite "no" on
the grounds that the students were
clamoring for an answer, and that no
time limits were stated. It has been
suggested that if the majority of the
student body really wants coed smok-
ing in the parlors after dates, another
proposal be submitted stating definite
times when smoking would be per-
mitted. -
There is no question in the minds
of the faculty as to the morality of
smoking, as it proven by the. fact
that we have smokers in most of the
girls' dorms, but there seems to be
much doubt as to its healthfulness and
aesthetic quality. The general con
census of opinion wa that we have a
lovely campus and the Prof would
like to keep Wooster' traditional as-
pect and outlook. They want to en
force the rules as well as is humanly
possible. The point wa raised, how
ever, that there i no possibility of
enforcement without the aid and co-
operation of all of the students and
it is each individual's responsibility
to live up not only to the letter but
to the spirit of the law.
MO RB ON
SLID
(Continued from Page 2)
in Detroit during Christma vacation.
A party wa planned for 'the next
meeting to be held Dec. 16 in lower
Babcock. Dick Poethig, president of
the group also announced that the
Wooster chapter of the SLID wa
now the largest, in the country.
1761-- R
METAL WATCH BAND
your watch with a beautiful
steel band that is curved to
wrist, highly polished.
EXPANSION
GRAYS
DRUG STORE
lOlidt to. Qid
Tuesday, Nov. 16 To he announced.
Wednesday, Nov. 17 National Stu--'
dent Association-r-N- ed ShrefHer.
Thursday, Nov. 18 Dr. Lowry.
Friday, Nov. 19 Westminster Choir
--Christma devotion.
Woostor Thoatro
FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y
Louis vs. Walcott
15 round for title
Also
"Red Stallion"
SUNDAY-MONDA- Y
George Brent
in
"Slave Girl"
TUESDAY-WEDNESDA- Y
Margaret O'Brien
The Unfinished Dance'
Imi
Hallmark Christmas cards are
ai individual as your personality,
at cheerful as a cozy fireside.
See our selection now.
IIUSKOFF DRUGS
Wooster Hotel Bldg.
HEADQUARTERS FOR DISTINCTIVE
HALLMARK CARDS
View -- Master
THE PERFECT GIFT
For Young or Old
VIEWER 2.00
REELS 3 for 1.00
SNYDER
STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP
East Liberty at Bever St.
TOYS
BOOKS - GAMES
DOLLS
Third Floor
M en' s
Gift Shop ,
On Main Floor
Bill Folds, Jewelry, Razors,
Dop Kits, Traveling Cases,
Toiletries for Men, Pipes &
Novelties.
LUGGAGE
On Second Floor
A most complete line of mod-
ern- line of Modern, Luggage
for Men and Women.
The tferd cn
r
December 12, 1947
The Live Y're Activities
Why are the gal all knitting so
furiously on sweater and tocks the
like of which ha never been seen be-
fore? Mainly because there is only
fourteen more day till that eventful
day when Santa is due, and your
knitted gifts should be wrapped and
under the tree. But, don't despair even
if Mr. Claut can't make a personal
appearance at our YW Christmas pro-
gram Wednesday night Dec. 17, there
it a super program awaiting you.
(Without mow guarantee) on Wednes
day night Santa, Donder, Blitzen and
the rest of his team wouldn't risk a
ride on the Manhattan Limited even
to come to our Y Christmas party!)
Instead our especially talented group
of YW stars will present, "A Star
Shone Brightly." The play it full of
originality, Christmas atmosphere, and
delightful musical numbers. Produc-
tion and direction by Jane McAfee,
Ruth Anne Coleman, Ellie Hagerman,
and Nancy Damuth. To get in the
holiday mood, join the YW crowd at
Babcock to tee the play. Appearing in
the play are Kathy Fravel, Janet Ev
ans, Janie Stroh, Nancy Fisher, Jo
Garver, Mary Ellen Frazier, and Lynn
Geib. The music is offered by piano
Oomphies - Oomphies - Oomphies
JUST ARRIVED
For the Coed For Dorm Wear
Scuffs in patterns that are simply beautiful in
Nylon Yarn, as flatterings as it is comfortable,
stocked in black and gold or red and blue also
in Bunny Cross Strap in blue. ,
AIISTER SHOE STORE
COLLEGE DATE - NITE SPECIAL
COMPLETE DINNER $1.00
AT
HARVEY'S RESTAURANT
IN HOTEL BECHTEL
11:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
REHIIIGT01I RAND
TYPEWRITER
Only
Plus Federal Tax
frtiA&HcamMMlTTVM 227 E. Liberty St.
SAVE TIME - Shop in the Store of
A THOUSAND BEAUTIFUL GIFTS
fef- -
MENS ROBES
On Second Floor
Men's Lounging Robes. Fam-
ous Rabhor Wool and Brocad-
ed robes.
accompanist Julie Taylor, the vocal-
ist, Mary Ann Evans and at the flute,
Mary Billet.
The Community Service group
headed' by Nancy Clement and Jean
McAfee have planned a Christmas
party for the children at the Children'
Home this Saturday at 2:00. They
will distribute gifts which' have been
contributed by many girlt on the cam
put. This annual party it a. big event
that the kids look forward to for
months. Girls that are taking care of
entertainment at the party are Alice
Romig and Eleanor Linden. In charge
of the gifts are Betty Tanner, Kay
Raulston, Beth Allison, and Jean Ver-
non. The refreshments will be handled
by Martha Murray and Mary Sterrett.
The games will be in the hands of
Heather Beck, Ruth Campbell, Jane
Laws, and Edith Ann Rutherford.
Keepsake Diamonds, Waltham
Watches, Elgin American Com-
pacts, Pearls.
Use Our Layaway Plan
WHITE'S JEWELRY
STORE
'Better Gilts
For Less'
$96.50
WOOSTER, OHIO
GIFTS
Pottery, Glassware ( Alum-
inum Gifts, Book Ends, and
Dozens of Novelty Gifts.
Here too, you will find care-
fully selected ...
CHRISTMAS CARDS
3rd Floor
On Main Floor 1
Equipment for Outdoor
Sports. Golf, Fishing, Base-
ball, Football, Skis.
FOR THE HOME
Shop in Home Furnishings for
electrical Gifts, Dinnerware,
Silverware, Curtains, Draper- -
andFnowYETAOINUNUN
Freedlanders
